Convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been shown to outperform conventional methods in DNA-protien binding specificity prediction. However, whether we can transfer this success to protien-peptide binding affinity prediction depends on appropriate design of the CNN architectue that calls for thorough understanding how to match the architecture to the problem. Here we propose DeepMHC, a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based protein-peptide binding prediction algorithm for achieving better performance in MHC-I peptide binding affinity prediction than conventional algorithms. Our model takes only raw binding peptide sequences as input without needing any human-designed features and othe physichochemical or evolutionary information of the amino acids. Our CNN models are shown to be able to learn non-linear relationships among the amino acid positions of the peptides to achieve highly competitive performance on most of the IEDB benchmark datasets with a single model architecture and without using any consensus or composite ensemble classifier models. By systematically exploring the best CNN architecture, we identified critical design considerations in CNN architecture development for peptide-MHC binding prediction.
MHC-peptide prediction [7] . BLOSUM encoding is used to encode peptides into NetMHCpan on more than half of the benchmark datasets from IEDB. Bhattacharya et 78 al. [16] recently also reported to use deep learning models for MHC-I binding affinity 79 prediction. Out of all deep learning algorithms, they found that CNN based algorithms 80 are least successful. So far, there is no report that has successfully applied deep CNN 81 models to the MHC-I peptide binding prediction problem.
82
Our CNN model based approach is different from previous (Deep) neural network 83 based approaches [17] . While artificial neural networks have been applied to 84 MHC-peptide binding prediction [6] , their performances have been limited by their 85 feature-based encoding along with the shallow feed-forward fully connected structures 86 instead of the convolutional neural networks as used in our approach. A major 87 difference is that our CNN based approach takes the raw discrete amino acid sequences 88 as input rather than expert-designed features. The simplicity of our deep CNN model 89 for MHC-I binding affinity prediction and its superior performance are in align with the 90 success of convolutional neural networks for DNA and RNA binding predictions [11] , and 91 methylation states prediction in CpG islands [13] .
92
In this article, we propose a novel deep convolutional neural network based of peptide-binding data sets of the MHC-I class molecules. Our algorithm is also shown 96 to perform better than other deep learning models and CNN models. Most interestingly, 97 the overwhelming better performance of DeepMHC is achieved by a simple CNN model 98 which only uses the raw amino acid sequences of the peptides as input without tedious, 99 tricky, expert-based feature extraction or encoding. We don't use any of these features 100 such as k-mers, physicochemical properties, peptide-MHC interactions, BLOSUM, 101 profile HMM encoding, or distributed word vector representation. Our approach used a 102 single model structure to learn the prediction models for different allele variants of the 103 MHC molecules. We also did not need to resort to the complex ensemble machine
Materials and Methods

116
Protein Sequence Encoding
117
We used the one-hot encoding approach for mapping the peptide amino acid sequence 118 into the input layer of the convolutional neural network model. As shown in Figure 1 , 119 each amino acid of the peptide is encoded by a sparse column vector of dimension 20 120 with corresponding component set to 1 and remaining 19 components set as 0. With the 121 one-hot representation, there are still two different ways to map the encoded matrix to 122 a tensor in implementation level. One is to map the input matrix as a 20-channel 1-row 123 2D tensor (or 20-channel 1D tensor), as is done in our proposed approach. Another way 124 is to map the input matrix as a single channel 20-row 2D tensor. In , we compare and 125 analyze two different encoding ways' performance and indicate that the latter encoding 126 way comes with a drawback. Out of many deep learning architectures, the convolutional neural network is among 129 the best performing models for pattern recognition in areas such as computer vision, input in our CNN model has 20 channels compared to 4 channels used in DNA 138 nucleotide sequence encoding [11] , we set the filter number to 512, which is significantly 139 more than the 30-50 filters used in DNA binding prediction. These larger set of filters 140 are necessary to capture the majority of the building block motifs of length 2, which can 141 be further combined into longer motifs by succeeding layers. We found that the number 142 of filters have dramatic effect on the performance of the CNN models as discussed later. 143
Max-pooling layers: the pooling layers are used for summarizing the activations 144 of adjacent neurons. Different from the convolution layers in which the convolution 145 filters move along the sequence by stride size of 1 with overlapping, the nonoverlapping 146 pooling is applied with a stride size (1, N ) to reduce the dimension of the input 147 sequence and thus the number of model parameters. Two commonly used poolings are 148 Average-Pooling and Max-Pooling. Here the max-pooling layers are used in our CNN 149 models for summarizing the activations of adjacent N neurons by their maximum value. 150 In our model, we use 1 × 2 as pooling window size.
151
Fully connected layer: As shown in Figure 2 , we added one fully connected layer 152 with the tanh activation function after flatting the output from the max-pooling layer. 153 The fully connected layer is used to learn the non-linear mapping relationship between 154 the extracted higher level features and the binding affinity values or binary binding 155 labels. We used 400 hidden units in our fully connected layer and applied 50% dropout 156 rate for regularization.
157
Benchmark Data Sets and Evaluation Metrics
158
To ensure fair comparison with existing peptide binding prediction algorithms, we used 159 the public IEDB training and test datasets released on the IEDB website. These 160 datasets can be found at http://tools.iedb.org/main/datasets/. We trained on MHC-I 161 alleles with at least about 2000 training samples from the BD2013 dataset [21] . The 162 details of training datasets are listed in Table 1 .
163
The evaluation dataset were downloaded from IEDB's weekly benchmark dataset 164 [10] . We downloaded all datasets from 2014-03-21 to 2016-12-09 with test samples 165 combined according to alleles, sequence length and measure type. We separated the 166 evaluation datasets into two groups: one with affinity scores: IC 50 and t1/2 (Table 2) 167 and another with binary affinity labels (Table 3) .
168
Following the metrics used in [10] ,area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) 169 and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (SRCC), and Pearson coefficient 170 (Pearson) were used as metrics. A special attention is needed when calculating metrics 171 involving with IC 50 :the labeled and predicted IC 50 values should be negatived since the 172 higher IC 50 represents low binding preference.
173
Results
174
Evaluation on Benchmark Dataset
175
To compare with other MHC-I peptide binding prediction methods evaluatd with 176 IEDB's benchmark dataset, our CNN models were trained on the BD2013 dataset. The 177 testing data were extracted from IEDB's MHC-I weekly testing data. Both datasets are 178 described in detail in Section 's Table 1 and Table 2 . Our CNN network structure is 179 presented in Figure 2 and we used Mean Squared Error (MSE) as the loss function.
180
The peptide binding affinity values in BD2013 are measured in IC 50 distributed in a 181 large real value range (0.0 ∼ 80000.0), which makes it difficult for the neural network 182 models to predict. So we converted IC 50 to pIC 50 by: Five-fold cross-validation was applied to the samples for each MHC-I allele in Table 187 1. We first split the samples into 5 subsets of equal size and then each of the subset is 188 tested on the model trained with other 4 subsets following this procedure: Pearson scores of more than 0.8 for 27 out of the 37 alleles. We also found that most of 202 the low-performance scores are from the alleles with fewer number of peptide sequences 203 (¡ 1000), which indicates that sufficient number of peptide sequences are required for our 204 CNN models to achieve good performance. It is also found that all these [24] , ARB [25] , NetMHCcons [26] , SMMPMBEC [27] , IEDBconsensus 215 [28] and PickPocket [29] . The complete predicted binding affinities of our method on 216 benchmark dataset can be found in the supporting materials. Table 4 shows the performance comparison results on 15 datasets of peptides with 219 length 9 for DeepMHC and 7 other prediction algorithms. Three evaluation criteria are 220 used here including AUC, SRCC, and Pearson Coefficient. First, we highlight the best 221 AUC/SRCC/Pearson scores for each dataset and count the number of datasets that 222 each algorithm achieved the best scores. In the second to last row of Table 4 , we found 223 
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that DeepMHC has achieved best performance on 6/7/6 datasets out of 15 in terms of 224 AUC/SRCC/Pearson respectively, which is significantly better than the best existing 225 algorithm NetMHCpan, which achieved best performance on 3/5/2 datasets out of 15 in 226 terms of AUC/SRCC/Pearson. It also outperformed the second best existing algorithm, 227 ANN, which achieved best performance on 4/2/4 datasets out of 15 in terms of 228 AUC/SRCC/Pearson. It is found that all other 4 algorithms only achieved best 229 performance on one or two datasets. We also found that our models didn't obtain any 230 best results with three metrics in only 6 test allele datasets. We further calculated the 231 average performance scores across all 15 datasets of all compared algorithms. The
232
DeepMHC is still the best, which indicates that our proposed convolution network 233 models has the best overall peptide binding prediction capability across different alleles. 234 Further analysis is conducted to check the alleles that our algorithm did not network structure and a simple one-hot encoding while performing better on more than 275 half of the test datasets in terms of AUC scores.
276 Table 5 shows the performance results over the datasets with peptide sequences of 10 277 amino acids. It can be found that our model performed much better than all other 278 compared algorithms with the best AUC scores in 4 out of 5 datasets, best SRCC scores 279 for all 5 datasets, and best Pearson scores in 2 out of 5 datasets. And on the test entries 280 HLA-A*02-01(t1/2), HLA-A*02-03(IC 50 ), and HLA-A*68-02(IC 50 ), our algorithm has 281 large leading margin in terms of the accuracy scores. We also found that the alleles in 282 Table 5 over which the DeepMHC obtained almost all the best results correspond to the 283 same alleles in Table 4 over which the DeepMHC also performed well. This indicated 284 that our algorithm could effectively capture the essential features for high-quality 285 affinity prediction regardless of the variation of peptide lengths. 
Performance of DeepMHC on MHC-I Binary Peptide Binding Prediction
287
We evaluated prediction performance of DeepMHC on benchmark datasets with binary 288 labels following the same procedure as described before and the prediction performances 289 are shown in Table 6 . First, we found that our raw amino acid sequence based HLA-A*68-01,HLA-B*07-02, HLA-A*31-01) with AUC differences of less than or equal 296 to 0.04 compared to the top scores of other algorithms. But for cases like HLA-B*27:05 297 and HLA-A*24:02, our performance is much lower, which can be partially attributed to 298 the reasons as mentioned in Section . To further explore the reasons, we plotted the 299 ROC curves of DeepMHC compared to NetMHCpan on these two datasets in Figure 3 . 300 It is found that our models do not perform as well as NetMHCpan does when the false 301 positive rate is less than 0.2. Table 7 .
323
During our testing we found an error in HLA-CNN's code: it uses the testing dataset 324 as validation set during training. Since the validation loss was used to decide when to 325 stop training, this mistake would have led to overestimated prediction performance. To 326 ensure a fair comparison, we trained two models for each allele with two versions of the 327 HLA-CNN code: HLA-CNN and HLA-CNN* as shown in Table 7 . In terms of SRCC, our model performed much better. HLA-CNN* obtained 352 8 better SRCC scores and our algorithm obtained 17 ones. This is partially due to the 353 fact that HLA-CNN* is trained as a binary classifier. For the 8 testing entries 
357
Thus, the average SRCC score of our method (0.495) is significantly better than those 358 of HLA-CNN* (0.372) and HLA-CNN (0.393). (2,3,9) , stride=1, number of filters = (1,1,1) , a global max 367 pooling layer, a fully connected layer with 64 hidden units, and a dropout probability of 368 0.6, trained for 100 epochs.
359
369
We downloaded the code of MHCnuggets and compared their performance on the 370 same weekly dataset. Since the downloaded code contains trained models, we directly 371 run MHCnuggets to make the predictions on the test dataset. We retrained our models 372 on the training data used in MHCnuggets and then tested it on the test dataset. Table 373 8 shows the results of both methods. We found that these two algorithms showed 374 similar performance, which is understandable as these two models are more similar to 375 each other in terms of input encoding and architecture. High-order Neural Network (HONN) is a semi Boltzmann machine based feed-forward 378 neural network [7] . It has one hidden layer and one or more fully connected layers and 379 used a sophiscated layer-wise training plus back-propagation based fine-tuning to train 380 the network. In HONN, a peptide of 9 amino acids is represented by a 180-dimensional 381 vector with each animo acid represented by its corresponding 20-dimensional 382 substitution probabilities extracted from BLOSSUM matrix. Since there's no code 383 available for HONN, we trained another set of allele-specific CNN models on the 384 BD2009 dataset and tested these models on the BLIND dataset. These two datasets 385 were used in the HONN paper to train and evaluate their HONN model. 386 Table 9 shows the performance comparison between DeepMHC and HONN in terms 387 of AUC scores. The AUC scores of HONN algorithm are extracted from the supporting 388 material of the paper [7] . First, we found that despite HONN used additional 389 information via BLOSOM based sequence encoding and a sophisticated training 390 procedure, our CNN models showed competitive performance. Out of the 29 alleles test 391 datasets, both algorithms have the same AUC scores for 13 allele datasets. Out of the 392 remaining 16 test datasets, HONN achieved better results on 9 datasets while 393 DeepMHC worked better over 7 datasets. Actually, out of the 9 datasets that HONN 394 worked better, the DeepMHC's performance scores are lower with a gap of less than 0.03 395 for 7 datasets. These results showed the DeepMHC achieved competitive performance 396 12/20 without resorting to additional information via BLOSUM based peptide encoding and 397 without the specially designed mean and covariance hidden units for modeling the mean 398 of input features and pairwise interactions between input features. Our algorithm also is 399 preferred in terms of much simpler computatioal training procedure. 
400
Comparison of Protein Sequence Encodings for CNN-based
401
Binding Prediction
402
Unlike images in computer vision which can be naturally encoded as matrices, amino 403 acid sequences need to be encoded as input vectors or matrices for training deep neural 404 networks. The encoding scheme may have big impact on the prediction performance,
405
which however, has not been well explored. In Section , we adopted a multi-channel 406 encoding for all previous experimetns as illustrated in Figure 2 . Here we evaluated a 407 single-channel sequence encoding method and compared its performance to the prior 408 approach that we used.
409
In multi-channel encoding, a protein sequences is encoded into a tensor object with 410 width of 13, height of 1 and depth (channel) of 20. In the single-channel encoding 411 approach, the tensor object can be represented as a 2D matrix. So the enocded object 412 of a 13-amino acid sequence would have a width of 13, height of 20 and depth of 1. To 413 compare these two encoding methods, we construct another CNN structure as showed in 414 Figure 4 . We trained and evaluated this new model (noted as DeepMHC-Row) following 415 the same procedure described in section on allele HLA-A*02:01. The comparison 416 results are shown in Figure 5 . From the result we can see that DeepMHC with 417 multiple-channel encoding is better than DeepMHC-ROW with single-channel encoding 418 on all three metrics. This is expected as in one-hot encoding, each column vector 419 corresponds to the same amino acid of the peptide, which should be encoded as multiple 420 channels (similar to the R/G/B colors of a pixel in image recognition) instead of 421 separate unrelated entries in a matrix.
422
Exploring Hyperparameters of CNN models for Binding
423
Prediction
424
In addition to protein sequene encoding, there are several hyperparameters of the CNN 425 that need to specify appropriately to achieve good prediction performance. Here we Figure 4 . CNN Network structure of DeepMHC-Row with single-channel 2D encoding scheme. Firstly, a 9-length sequence is encoded into a 20 × 9 × 1 dimension input tensor. Each row encodes the corresponding amino acid position. Then the input tensor is fed to the (1) convolution layer which has 512 filters with 2 × 2 receptive field size. Next in layer (2), output tensor of (1) is applied with a Max-Pooling layer with a 2 × 2 window. After Max-Pooling, another convolution layer (3) with 252 filters with 2 × 2 size is applied to the output of the pooling layer. Then another) Max-Pooling is applied on the tensor. A flatting operation is applied on the layer (4)'s output and a 1D vector with 1008 values is obtained, which serves as the input of the fully connected layer (4), which has 2 hidden neurons. Finally, layer (4) gives the predicted value. nucleotides. As shown in our one-hot encoding, the 20-D encoding for each amino acid 457 and the 9 or 10 amino acids lead to a much diverse pattern space, thus requiring much 458 more convolution filters to learn to extract these patterns. This may explain why our
459
DeepMHC can achieve much better performances than those CNN models in [15, 16] ,
460
both using about 30-60 filters. In our case, the input tensor has a dimension of 
483
The last hyperparameter that we explored is the number of convolution layers. In 484 our final CNN model shown in Figure 2 , two convolution layers and one fully connected 485 layer are used, which maybe considered as "not so deep". However, this structure choice 486 is based on our evaluation of the performances of deeper netowrks as Figure 8 shows.
487
From the performance results in Figure 8 , no significant differences were observed for 488 CNN models with deeper layers including 4-layer(conv-pool-conv-full), 6-layer
489
(conv-pool-conv-pool-conv-full) and 7-layer(conv-pool-conv-pool-conv-pool-full). A Figure 9 shows the performance improvement by transfer learning in terms of three 514 performance criteria. We found that the model trained with pretrained weights has 515 achieved a much better prediction performance. The AUC has increased to 0.79 from 516 0.73; the SRCC reaches 0.72 from 0.66; and the Pearson changes from -0.03 to 0.01.
517
When comparing this improved results with those reported in Table 4 , this transfer 518 learning based model achieved the best results on test dataset HLA-A*02:02(IC 50 ).
519
Such significant performance improvement by transfer learning may be partially due to 520 the fact that we were actually doing a "good" initialization of weights for the first 521 convolutiona layers by reusing the weights from the pretrained CNN models of 522 HLA-A*02:01. It is increasingly recongized that proper initiallization of the weights of 523 the convolution layers is helpful for the CNN model to get better prediction 524 performance [33, 34, 35] . found that increasing the number of convolution/max-pooling layers more than 3 layers 539 does not necessarily improve the prediction performance. We also found that the 540 multi-channel one-hot encoding works much better than the naive 2D matrix encoding. 541 These extensive parameter exploration experiments help to design better CNN models 542 for MHC-I peptide binding predictors.
543
In our current DeepMHC model, we only used the amino acid sequences without any 544 additional structural, physichochemical, or evolutionary information and yet our 545 algorithm is competitive and most of time better than all those algorithms that use these 546 information. We also demonstrated that CNN models can achieve better or competitive 547 results than other deep learning and CNN models without using the sophisticated word 548 embeeding representation or the BLOSOM information. This does not mean that our 549 model cannot take advantage of those additional information. How to incorporate those 550 addtional information effectively into our CNN framework is a topic to be investigated. 551 
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Another major issue in MHC-I peptide binding prediction is the limited number of 552 sample for some alleles. This is especially for deep learning approaches, which usually 553 needs a large number of samples to perform well. However, our preliminary exploration 554 of using all samples of different alleles to train a single Pan-specific model failed. One 555 idea is to incorporate the receptor sequence into the model together with the peptide 556 sequences as NetMHCSpan does.
557
Conclusion
558
We have developed DeepMHC, a deep convolutional neural network based peptide 559 binding prediction algorithm, which is featured with unified models for all allele MHC-I 560 molecules and simple one-hot encoding. Extensive experiments on MHC-I peptide 561 binding prediction showed that DeepMHC achieved state-of-the-art performance over a 562 majority of the benchmark datasets from IEDB. It is found that the success of our deep 563 CNN model with one-hot encoding is based on the automated learning of non-linear 564 high-order dependency among amino positions on the peptide. We found that a large 565 number of filters (¿500) with small filter size is essential for its high performance. Our 566 approach can be readily applied to other protein-peptide binding prediction problems by 567 only replacing the training data sets without much hyper-parameter messing. The 568 open-source source code of DeepMHC will be availalbe at http://mleg.cse.sc.edu once 569 the paper is accepted. 
